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ABSTRACT
On April 1, 2018, the new standards of compliance to the code of the 
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) came into force. The new standards 
impact all sports. An important amendment has been made to an article 
of the existing code ‘Additional Roles and Responsibility of the Parties’. 
Now, all international federations and the unions in agreement with 
WADA are obliged to reject applications for holding all sporting events 
from countries that do not comply with the WADA code. By then, 
Russian elite sport remained in isolation because the Russian Anti-
Doping Agency (RUSADA) had no license from WADA until a compro-
mise agreement allowed Russia back into international sports in 
September 2018.  The probability of obtaining permanent return to 
international sport was extremely low. In order to obtain the license, 
Russian sport authorities were asked to agree with the reports of 
Professor McLaren and to admit the existence of doping support in the 
country at the state level, which seemed improbable. In Russia, although 
the new standards of the World Anti-Doping Agency code have not 
caused special concerns it directly impact Russian elite sport. Unless 
certain conditions were met by 2019, there was a high probability that 
Russia would not be able to attend large international competitions in 
the near future, including the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. The situation dic-
tates the choice of the new strategy of development for Russian sport 
and new model for the fight against doping, which can be not depen-
dent on WADA. To date, there have been no real checks on WADA’s 
authority other than occasional decisions in the Court of Arbitration for 
Sport.  Academics who are critical of WADA’s functions often find them-
selves marginalized when the purported global doping “crisis” should 
bring “all hands on deck” to provide a humanistic and scientific approach 
that is best for athletes past, present and future. The functions of WADA 
in investigating, charging and punishing athletes do not contribute to 
sustainable development of sport and the sports industry around the 
world, and create unipolar environment of influence on sports devel-
opment. Therefore, in this article, we describe some alternative forms 
and new order of regulation of the anti-doping relations in sport.
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Introduction

For the history of sport, 1 April 2018 will become an important date for the new repartition 
of power and interests. From then on, the new standards of compliance to the WADA code, 
which concern all kinds of sports, have come into force. The most important amendment 
has been made to an article of the code under the name ‘Additional Roles and Responsibility 
of the Parties’. Now all international federations and the unions in agreement with WADA 
will be obliged to reject applications for holding all sporting events from the countries that 
do not comply with the WADA code. In other words, WADA is able to directly affect the 
choice of the host cities for future FIFA World Cups, World Championships, and the 
Olympic Games.

WADA is the international independent organization fighting against doping in sport, 
and it has been influencing the Olympics since the late 1990s. In 1999, WADA was created 
at the initiative of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) for the regulation of doping. 
The doping scandal in the Tour de France in July 1998 is considered as the main reason for 
the creation of WADA (Baron, Martin, and Magd 2007). After that, the first World 
Conference on Doping in Sport was held in Lausanne, Switzerland in February 1999, which 
is known as the beginning of WADA’s activity.

Other factors leading to the creation of WADA in 1998 and 1999 included another 
scandal connected with corruption and conspiracy charges of Nagano, Sydney and Salt 
Lake City bid committees with members of the International Olympic Committee as the 
choice of the Olympic host cities took place in the 1990s. A new ‘threat’ was necessary to 
switch public attention and save contracts with sponsors of the IOC. Doping became such 
a threat. Therefore, WADA was created to fight against the ‘world evil’ – doping.

The main document regulating activities of the agency is the World Anti-Doping Code 
(WADA 2015). According to provisions of the code, WADA carries out the following 
activities:

• Annually forms the list of the forbidden substances,
• Exercises accreditation and control of anti-doping laboratories,
• Informs athletes, trainers, doctors on activity of anti-doping programs, consequences of 

acceptance of the forbidden substances,
• Notifies sports federations on athletes’ abuses of doping. On the basis of the provided 

materials, certain athletes or teams can be disqualified.

The creation of WADA did not cause any special concerns and objections in the sporting 
community. However, subsequent decisions and its active impact on the international sport 
organizations have forced many sport officials and experts to think about the nature of the 
crisis phenomena around the world. WADA has, in fact, complete control over the formation 
of the list of banned drugs, the certification of laboratories, the testing of athletes, and the 
pronouncement of sanctions for violation of regulations.

Theoretical background

In this study, we followed Dimeo and Møller’s (2018) concept on the anti-doping crisis in 
sport, to find out an appropriate solution to the problems with WADA. Dimeo and Møller 
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(2018) outlined some ideas because they believe that approaches that are humane, fairer, 
and more rational should be provided rather than the current system. One of the approaches 
is the amateur model. Under the amateur model, athletes who doped will not have much 
pleasure from the victory. Another proposed idea is called ‘Reformed business model’, which 
is a regulated payment structure for the athletes in sports. Third, only WADA-accredited 
medical stuff should be chosen by the athletes. This idea means that athletes should choose 
doctors only approved by WADA, for the reason that doping scandals often involve private 
doctors. In addition, they also proposed ideas such as ‘Discard therapeutic use exemptions’, 
‘Health checks before major competitions’, ‘Information and education’, ‘24 hours a day 
chaperone’, and ‘Transparency of sanctions’ (Diemeo and Møller 2018).

Literature review

A growing number of crises and conflict situations in world elite sport are connected with 
incorrectness and imperfection of rules of fight against doping draws attention of researchers 
around the world. Anti-doping and various forms and methods of fighting against doping 
has its own long history. Various stages of this fight and its results and consequences are 
presented in the works of Andrén-Sandberg (2016), Yesalis (2002), and Golden (2009). The 
policy of fighting against doping as a global evil is not very various. To some extent, there 
is certain ‘arms race’ between suppliers of doping substances and anti-doping agencies, 
which always lag behind in the real battle (Andreff 1985).

Researchers of anti-doping policy and WADA activity, Emrich and Pierdzioch (2015) 
claim that the international anti-doping agency has to help solve the problem of international 
coordination of anti-doping policy. However, there are also alternative perspectives. The 
concentration of all mechanisms of such fight and control levers in one hand leads to 
destabilization of relationship in global sport. Platonov (2016) considers that the monop-
olization of anti-doping activities in the Olympic sport that WADA would achieve has led 
to the consumer relation to the Olympic sport in general, disrespectful – to sports and 
medical sciences, scornful – to alternative approaches.

Another hypothesis of Eber (2002) and Wagner (2010) states that the anti-doping war 
is inefficient because sport associations, federations and anti-doping agencies can have 
incentives to influence athletes and organizations. This statement finds a continuation in 
the results of research conducted by Bourg and Gouguet (2017), who claimed that in 2015, 
the market of highly effective drugs in sport to be estimated as 10 billion Euros, distributed 
all over the world. Therefore, it would be naive to assume that such business will refuse to 
protect its own interests.

The elite sport and biotechnologies are united by the general value – commitment to 
excellence. Many researchers state that there is a need of integrating technologies into sports, 
to increase sports performance, and to make the sports competitions exciting and fascinating 
(Lukas 1992; Mia 2013; Platonov 2016). In addition, some researchers state that the fight 
against doping has nothing to do with health of athletes. Mazanov (2013) emphasizes that 
the list of banned drugs has grown, so that they need to be tested for the benefit of the 
health of athletes. Miller (2004) claims that athletes are representatives of extreme profes-
sions, and the effective pharmacological remedies deprive them of the right to protect their 
health, not only from occupational diseases, but also from widespread diseases.
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The anti-doping policy is still based on a traditional approach – doping is equated to 
fraud, which must be punished. Therefore, approaches to the fight against doping are based 
on the principles of the fight against a criminal economy (Becker 1968; Bourg 2000; Maennig 
2002). In most articles on doping, the primary attention is how to establish incentives and 
how to motivate athletes to observe anti-doping rules. Andreff ’s (2015) idea of ‘Doping 
diaries’ for the Tour de France became one of the most indicative examples. Every year, all 
cyclists must declare in the diary all medicines, even forbidden ones, which they will use 
during the tour. During the tour, cyclists are subject to the examination on the consistency 
between the self-reported medicine in the diary and the ones in their body. If everything 
corresponds to the declaration, then the cyclistis clear. If not, then the violator must be 
banned for life. This idea can serve as the model for an alternative method of fighting against 
manipulations in sport. The collective agreement of the employers and athletes participating 
in the project can motivate cyclists to refuse doping for the economic reasons. Among all 
economic incentives of athletes to refusal doping, Wu, Bayer, and Lenten (2016) proposed 
a special pension in which athletes will list part of the fees, and only those athletes who 
never does doping will receive the pension. Thus, using the economic incentives to motivate 
athletes to refuse doping is more effective. This way is much better than the international 
sports organizations’ fight against a criminal economy, while at the same time it also fights 
against the results of the technical progress of humankind.

Doping becomes a contradiction

The origin of the word ‘doping’ has not been determined. Most of linguists make it from 
the word ‘DOP’ which on dialect to bow (one of the African nationalities) means the nar-
cotic drink used at religious practices. In English, this word (‘dope’) originally meant the 
narcotic mix applied to stimulation of running horses (WADA 2015).

Yesalis (2002) states that there were athletes who use the medicines to improve physical 
shape and strength. Ancient Olympians drank special infusions of herbs in wine, accepted 
hallucinogens and abused meat, which was not consumed every day in Ancient Greece. In 
addition, they also ate animals’ hearts to promote bravery, and testicles of animals as an 
aphrodisiac. In Ancient Rome, gladiators used hallucinogens and strychnine, which in small 
doses renders a stimulating effect. Even horses that had to participate chariot races were 
exposed to stimulation. The low alcohol honey diluted with water allowed them to run even 
faster (Yesalis 2002). Gold (2007) states that the mixture of strychnine, heroin, cocaine, and 
caffeine was widely used by both athletes and their trainers, who developed their own unique 
formula. This practice was widespread in the 1920s, when heroin and cocaine began to be 
released in recipes (Gold 2007).

Since then, the picture of sport looks practically the same. Every athlete wants to beat 
others and be the winner, that is the essence of sport (Møeller & Nauright 2003). People 
will do anything to achieve the goal of winning. The elite sport and biotechnologies are 
united by a common goal – commitment to excellence. Mia (2013) states that during the 
study and introduction of the biotechnologies that directed to improvement of the person, 
it is necessary to consider all the possible positive and negative consequences of the social, 
moral, ethical, and medical plan. In addition, it is quite logical to consider the problems 
that have been resolved or forbidden in sport, especially that huge intellectual and financial 
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potential which the organizations working in this area have. Regarding this point, it is quite 
logical that organizations like WADA would have the problem of expediency. The list of 
forbidden medicines and methods induces scientists of the whole world to innovate in the 
field of pharmaceutical products with professional passion and interests. On the one hand, 
it is directed to the creation of new stimulators. On the other hand, the druggists will invent 
medicines that can mask the forbidden substances at blood or urine test.

Platonov (2016) concluded that many means and methods are forbidden mistakenly 
without enough basis, and most of them demand not an outright ban, but restrictions, and 
control of optimum dosages. Only small number of drugs, separate hormonal medicines, 
and stimulators should not be used at all. The control of medicine usage should depend on 
the specifics of different types of sport, rather than resorting to attempts to reveal the use 
of substances, which even theoretically cannot be used in this or that sport, such as anabolic 
steroids and psychostimulants in bullet shooting or archery, and sedatives in weightlifting 
or sprinting. However, it would lead to an essential reduction in the cost of the systems of 
doping control, and it will decrease the sharpness of the problem. Hence, naturally, it will 
reduce the income and the importance of the structures and people involved in this area 
(Platonov 2015).

It is difficult to argue with the fact that the use of stimulators (banned drugs in sport) 
and the attitude towards them in society do not differ from drinking and smoking. For 
drinking and smoking, there are both supporters and opponents. Research has proved that 
excessive drinking and smoking is hazardous to health. However, nobody has decided to 
forbid wine, vodka, cognac, beer, or cigarettes. Any ban would create additional fees for 
advertising and it will increase the consumer’s interest in the forbidden products.

Another factor of the contradiction is that doping is a deception for consumers. 
Supporters of fighting against doping claim that audience and fans of sport, are exposed to 
deception by the people who conducted doping. However, numerous surveys of the audience 
and fans in both the Olympic Games and other professional sport events demonstrated that 
what fans and audience want to see is the fierce show, record-breaking, strenuous fights, 
and sensational victories. It seems that the fans and audience do not care about what meth-
ods the athletes use to achieve success. Moreover, fans and audience do not like the dis-
qualification and overthrow of their idols (Platonov 2015). This perspective was proved by 
the research on TV viewers of the Tour de France. In spite of the doping scandal, the number 
of viewers did not decrease. A recent study conducted by van Reeth and Lagae (2012) show 
that most of the viewers know about doping in Tour de France, and they know that probably 
it will not disappear soon. Nevertheless, does not stop them from watching the Tour on TV 
or mobile devices. Because of the willingness of consumers to purchase broadcasts of sport 
competitions, it is possible to build any business. Thus, it becomes obvious that using bans 
to fight against doping works inefficiently. Therefore, new regulators are needed to work 
on anti-doping measures based on the specific characteristics of a certain sport.

Economic prerequisites of doping scandals in the olympic system

In the paradigm of power and interest, it is necessary to look for the reasons behind doping 
scandals. Fight for the management of money began after the reforms of Juan-Antonio 
Samaranch in the Olympic Movement. Benefits from sponsorship and broadcasting rights 
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of the Olympic Games allowed IOC to become a powerful multinational corporation, which 
does not deal with traffic in arms and raw material resources, does not create new technol-
ogies and block chain, does not trade in shares at the exchange, but still circulates tens of 
billions of dollars. The interests of owners on all Olympic projects in the world have closely 
intertwined with the interests of stakeholders. Thus, the purpose is to strengthen the influ-
ence of business partners in the sporting community. It was supposed that creation of the 
World Anti-Doping Agency in charge of anti-doping fight in sport will become one more 
mechanism of capitalization of the IOC’s influence on the international scene and thus 
strengthens the position of the IOC.

It is remarkable that Richard Pound, the Canadian lawyer and chairman of the Research 
commission of the IOC, became one of the main fighters against doping and one of the 
founders of WADA, which has gained popularity as the advanced Olympic marketing spe-
cialist is able to bring hundreds of millions of dollars from American business. Thanks to 
his efforts, the American TV companies have received the status of the most favored partner 
in the IOC after boycott of the Olympic Games of 1980 in Moscow and the Olympic Games 
of 1984 in Los Angeles, who have signed contracts for the broadcasting rights on the fol-
lowing Olympic Games and have practically created the financial policy of the IOC.

This cooperation allows representatives of North American business to receive stable 
commercial dividends and to carry out a set of strategic and political tasks. In particular, 
the formation of the budget of The United States Olympic Committee (USOC) is made due 
to refinancing of the International Olympic Committee. According to the contracts, the 
International Olympic Committee returns to USOC 12.75% of the benefits received from 
the American TV companies and 20% of the benefits received from the American sponsors. 
Under the terms of the new contract between the IOC and USOC for the next 20 years 
(from 2020 to 2040), the returns to USOC from American TV companies and American 
sponsors will decrease to 7% and 10% separately (Petrov 2012).

Financial influence, however, did not help the head of WADA, Richard Pound, to become 
the president of the IOC in 2001 losing the election to Jacques Rogge of Belgium. Western 
experts connected the election results with Russia’s intervention and the continuation of 
confrontation in global sports arena. Now the vice-president of the IOC Craig Reedie is 
also charge of WADA, whose headquarters are located in Montreal, Canada.

In the arena of sport politics, visible and invisible conflicts between Russia (and formerly 
the Soviet Union) and the United States have lasted more than seventy years. Success of the 
Olympic Games in Sochi and recognition of Russia as powerful sport force on the interna-
tional stage became the new catalyst of strain in relations. It should be reiterated that the 
Russian Federation’s organization of the 2014 Winter Olympics could be the most successful 
host in the history, though by mobilizing state resources on a scale not possible in most 
nations. With a budget of $52 billion, Russia has been proved to be the real force in the 
current Olympic system.

In May 2015, a planned large-scale operation of the American intelligence agencies 
against corruption in the international sport began. This has led to the discrediting of 
Russian sport and the attack on state-sponsored doping in areas of Russian sport which 
created an isolating situation for Russian athletes. Public demonstration of force by the 
American prosecutors, arrests of the international sport officials in Europe and dictatorship 
of new order in global sport have not interfered with signing of new favorable commercial 
contracts of the American companies with the IOC.
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To have a clearer picture of the IOC’s financial resources, we suggest a look at the indi-
cators of realization of the broadcasting rights of the Olympic Games (Altukhov 2017). The 
following figures cannot successfully indicate in the external environment in the IOC. 
However, the financing comes only from American organizations and cannot guarantee 
the development of the Olympic Movement will not affected by crises.

• The IOC received $3.9 billion from contracts with TV companies for cycling from 2010 
to 2012,

• The IOC has received $4.5 billion from contracts with TV companies for cycling from 
2014 to 2016,

• NBC paid $4.38 billion for the United States broadcasting rights for four Olympics till 2020,
• The IOC has received more than $1 billion from sponsors from 2013 to 2016,
• The IOC has sold the broadcasting rights on the 2018-2024 Olympic Games in Europe 

to Discovery Communications Inc. Company for €1.3 billion,
• The IOC has extended the contract with NBC for broadcasting rights on the Olympic 

Games in the United States till 2032, which was worth $7.75 billion.

Optimistically, financial performance of the IOC creates a veneer of sustainable devel-
opment. However, inflation of ‘the Olympic bubble’ and unipolar activity of WADA as the 
world gendarme is created by threats, which are complemented with instability of the control 
system and facts of corruption. Large-scale profits led to widespread problems.

WADA continues to strengthen its own position. In November 2017, the meeting of the 
WADA Foundation Board resulted in the decision to increase the budget of the organization. 
In 2018, it made $32 million. In addition, the council has approved the four-year plan of 
stage-by-stage increase in the budget of the organization. From 2019 to 2021, there will a 
budgetary increase of 15%, 15% and 5% respectively (WADA 2017).

Thus, the organization with a budget of $32 million continues to blackmail participants 
of the Olympic Movement and remains the chief sport newsmaker. Moreover, WADA is 
considering changing its name. Progressive business approach is so formed. Rebranding of 
the agency is caused by the fact that the management of WADA for the last 10 years has 
been forced to reduce the budget for scientific research for 80% as funds have been taken 
away to other areas (Butler 2018). It is represented that this fact can become the sufficient 
basis for detailed audit of WADA from the founder – the IOC – and other international 
non-governmental organizations.

Monopolization of anti-doping activities in the Olympics, which WADA has been doing 
for years, has led the relationship between consumers and Olympics to a disrespectful sit-
uation. Moreover, it also created conflict between sport and medical sciences, because 
alternative doping approaches were successfully developed (Platonov 2009). The IOC tries 
to remain ‘over fight’, delegating the main power of decision-making to the international 
sport federations. The American prosecutors, heads of WADA and heads of the international 
sport federations continue making decisions that destabilize the Olympic Movement. 
Overcoming the crises and development of new strategy will demand also new scenarios 
for ‘consciousness change’ and new paradigms in management of world sport (Altukhov 
and Nauright 2018).

The Olympic system endures obvious moments of crisis. There are practically no appli-
cations for the organization of new games, and elections of Los Angeles and Paris as hosts 
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of the Olympic Games happened on an uncontested basis for 2024 and 2028. What cri-
sis-response measures have been taken by the IOC? In March 2017, the president of the 
IOC Thomas Bach submitted the concept of creating the Independent Organization of 
Doping Testing (ITA) based on the IOC. We assume that it was the first step on the way to 
decentralize the fight against doping. The IOC aspires a raised role of athletes and inde-
pendent members in its council of founders and executive committee for the management 
of the anti-doping system. ITA will be connected with the sports organizations, but it will 
work irrespective of sport. The Council of ITA Fund consists of five members with the right 
to vote:

• Independent Chair: Dr. Valérie Fourneyron, France,
• IOC and National Olympic Committee representative: Prof. Uğur Erdener, Turkey,
• IF representative: Mr. Francesco Ricci Bitti, Italy,
• IOC Athletes’ Commission representative: Ms. Kirsty Coventry, Zimbabwe,
• Independent member: Prof. Peijie Chen, China.

It is not working in the large public sport organizations and governmental bodies that 
the president and the vice-president of WADA have to become independent. So far, the 
president Craig Reedie from Great Britain is a member of the IOC, and the vice-president 
Linda Hofstad Hellelann works as the Minister of Culture of Norway. In July 2017, the 
executive committee of the IOC approved ITA’s business model. ITA is independent, non-
profit, and Swiss funded, which will provide doping control and other accompanying ser-
vices to the International Federations (IFs) and organizers of important events (MEOs) for 
ensuring compliance to the World Anti-Doping Code and maintaining the principle of 
autonomy (The International Olympic Committee 2017).

It is assumed that the crisis of the Olympic system became the reason behind such a 
decision by heads of the IOC. This situation indicates a strengthening contradiction between 
its system and its components. One element of the Olympic system (WADA) conflicts with 
other elements of the system (the international sports federations, the Court of Arbitration 
for Sport, etc.) and shows manifest deviation from the system’s purposes. The purposes 
(function) of components of the system do not always coincide with the purposes (func-
tions) of the system as a whole. Similar contradictions arise as well in that component of 
system which is engaged in revenue breakdown and expenses of the IOC.

Meanwhile, according to the decision of WADA, disqualified countries and the countries 
that become involved in ‘peri sport’ scandal have changed inevitably. It became clear that 
the decision should be courageous, and it has to go from high to low in the hierarchy. The 
International Olympic Committee can confirm its lawful place as the owner for global sport 
and the center for Olympism ideals, where the world and social justice are connected 
through the common global language of sport, only by independent crucial decisions 
(Nauright 2015). Political likes and dislikes will have to fade into the background. Changes 
in structure of management are necessary. The United Nations, which is operated by the 
UN Security Council and has the accurate provision of membership in the organization 
and logical structure of management with the right of ‘veto’ on decision-making, can become 
one example for the International Olympic Committee.
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Toward the future

What sports and spectacular actions will be organized in 2050? What championships and 
the grand prix of series will be played? Is it out of question that the Olympic system will 
show the sustainable development at today’s methods of regulation? These questions have 
no specific answers. The events can be compared to the ‘Markov process’, known in math-
ematics, today – when the ‘future’ of process depends on the ‘past’ only in the ‘present’ 
(Markov 1906). In other words, the past does not influence the future. This understanding 
has to help modern sports heads with forming the correct strategy and scenarios. Therefore, 
it is necessary to look tomorrow from the day after tomorrow. We should start with the 
sporting events which exist now and are attractive to consumers, stakeholders and athletes. 
Among various sports, the FIFA World Cup and the Olympic Games are the most represen-
tative. This system was formed within the last 130 years. But at that time, the sport landscape 
is far not so unified and most events and many sports popular today had not yet been created.

Globalization continues to introduce amendments to development of sport around the 
world and represents higher stage of internationalization, migration of labor and resources. 
The world becomes a unified market for most sport organizations and athletes. For the last 
25 years, the regular competitions, which have a planned schedule, became the new formats 
of sport, such as the games in the list:

• Champions League UEFA in soccer,
• World League in volleyball,
• M-1 in mixed martial arts,
• Continental Hockey League,
• VTB United League in basketball,
• Brilliant League in athletics,
• UFC in fights without rules,
• IPTL in tennis,
• FIFA-18 in cybersport.

This list can be continued by other new forms of competitions. Professionalizing the 
relations of athletes and employers as well as rational combination of the importance of 
sports has resulted in a profit-seeking situation for sport clubs and leagues (Altukhov 2013). 
Other than the traditional Olympic Games and continental games, it is also necessary to pay 
attention to the following well-known competitions in the international competition calendar:

• The Universiade organized by the International University Sports Federation,
• The International Children’s Games organized by Committee of the International 

Children’s Games,
• World Games organized by International World Games Association,
• Gay games organized by Federation of Gay games,
• the Military World Games organized by the International council of military sport,
• Francophonie Games organized by the Conference of Ministers of Sport and youth of 

the French-speaking countries,
• the World extreme Games organized by the Entertainment Sport Programming Network 

Inc.
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The largest North American sport leagues like NBA, NHL, NFL and MLS have revised 
the development strategies. They began with the expansion to Southeast Asia, and then 
worldwide. Such changes are with the process of globalization of sports. In addition, tar-
geting in the new markets can attract new consumers for those leagues. The Premier League 
in England has largely followed this model as well as established a dominant global position 
in soccer.

Why are there more doping scandals in the Olympic Games than other professional 
sports? It can be assumed that the main distinction is measures to fight against doping. For 
the Olympic sports, fight against doping relies on the code of WADA alone, which was not 
adopted in professional sports. Leagues cooperate with various anti-doping laboratories 
based on their own policy and regulations. The approaches to the fight of doping developed 
by them often differ from those of WADA. Lists of the forbidden substances are connected 
with categories of sports, and the system of sanctions is more diverse and flexible. Besides, 
the approaches do not go on the centralized regulation of the habitat of gymnastics, tennis, 
soccer, karate and other sports organized around one anti-doping regulator.

Free competition is basis of human progress. Monopolies not only bring a suppression 
on competition, but also prevent new ideas, approaches, and decisions. Monopolies inev-
itably result in stagnation, decrease in trust and degradation in economy, policy, science, 
education, and sport (Platonov 2015).

The main difference between professional sports organizations and the Olympics is the 
collective agreement between employers and athletes. All rules and consequences of the 
violation of the rules are stated in this document. Independence of American leagues are 
explained by financial self-sufficiency. In addition, they have labor unions for players there. 
Perhaps the managers of these leagues want to join WADA but will hardly be approved by 
their unions. The National Hockey League (NHL) has refused to discuss this issue in general. 
The association of professional golfers has reported that they have no problem with doping. 
National Football League (NFL) and the National Basketball Association (NBA) have 
reported that they are completely satisfied with their own effective mechanism to fight 
against doping. In general, it is not the problem of external organizations, and has to be 
considered by the leagues and associations (Pound 2004).

Theoretically, there are associations of employers and association of athletes in each 
sport organization, so that the athletes will feel respected and a business model could be 
established. According to the requirements of the NBA’s collective agreement, players check 
for doping four times during every season from October 1 to June 30 and two times during 
every off-season from July 1 to September 30. All tests are carried out by the independent 
company which is not connected with the management of league. The dates for tests are 
randomly selected, and players are not informed ahead of time. Players of NBA take tests 
for doping under the supervision of inspectors of WADA only when they participate in 
Olympic or International Basketball Association (FIBA) competitions.

There are different levels of punishment for using banned drugs. For the use of heavy 
drugs like cocaine, amphetamine, heroin, codeine, morphine or acid, the player will be put 
on trial right away and they should be disqualified to play at least for one year. For the use 
of medicines, which are recognized as doping, the player will be suspended for a period of 
up to 20 games without payment. Besides, he will be obliged to pass the ‘clarification process’. 
Repeating the mistake increases disqualification term to 45 games. The third positive test 
is lifelong disqualification (Borisov 2018).
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The relationship between the NBA basketball players and marijuana is complicated. The 
four-stage system of punishment for the marijuana use is provided in the collective agreement:

• Once – you begin the program of rehabilitation,
• Twice – penalty of $25,000 and new rehabilitation course,
• Three times – discharge on five games and rehabilitation course,
• Four times – discharge on 10 games, large penalty.

The system of doping control in the National Hockey League, in many ways, is similar 
to that of the NBA. Four times a year, selective inspections are carried out. In fact, not many 
players were disqualified because of the inspections. For example:

• 2007, Defender Shawn Hill (steroids) – 20 matches,
• 2014, Striker Carter Ashton (clenbuterol) – 20 matches,
• 2016, Striker Sean Horkoff (stimulants) – 20 matches,
• 2016, Defender Jared Tinordi (steroids) – 20 matches.

NHL players are more engaged on the international stage than the players from other 
professional sport leagues in North America. They do not have serious problems with 
doping. The case with the Swedish player Nicklas Bäckström in the final of the Olympic 
Games in Sochi in 2014 became the last punishment connected with a positive doping test 
of a NHL player. Then the leading center forward of Swedish team was banned from the 
final. During the investigation, it turned out that he had used allergy medication. WADA 
could not disqualify the player, who eventually got the silver medal. As we can see, norms 
of punishment in professional sport leagues have quite humane characteristics and proceed 
primarily from the interests of athletes.

‘Doping diaries’ model and new strategy of fight against doping

The new revolutionary proposal on regulation of doping in sport was made by Wladimir 
Andreff. He has offered the model of economic incentives to refuse doping called ‘Doping 
Diaries’. Since then, the well-known cycle race of the Tour de France became the venue of 
research.

The Tour de France is a famous annual sport event in France. As the regulator of the 
fight against doping, Andreff offered the idea of Doping Diaries for racers. The main idea 
is that cyclists can only participate in the race after registration of the diary, in which they 
agree to list all the medicines they take, including forbidden ones, during the race. The 
diary must be submitted at the request of other racers on the racecourse. Most often, it is 
related to their leaders. If medicines in the diary and in the body are identical, then the 
cyclists can use this diary. In addition, those who have violated the declaration of the diary 
and have taken medicines that were not listed in the diary have to be disqualified for life. 
The rationale of this model is that the cyclists choose either to avoid doping by themselves 
or to be disqualified for their entire life by lying in the diary.

Today the behavior of cyclists in the Tour de France is ‘omerta’ or ‘the law of silence’. All 
cyclists collectively violate anti-doping rules but are all silent because they do not want to 
be the traitor. In this dilemma, doping is the dominant strategy because it is much more 
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favorable to cyclists (Andreff 2015). Eber and Thépot (1999) with regard to doping The 
cyclist never admits and will not condemn other cyclists for doping. However, the rationale 
of the diary model forces them make a consistent choice.

The diary seems to be the simplest and most effective way. After a while, all cyclists of 
the Tour de France will be able to use such model. Actually, it will mean removal of bans 
on doping use. Education and prudence will help reconsideration of regulations of fight 
against doping.

Conclusions

The sports world is at a crossroads. The digital revolution and the latest information tech-
nologies need to change together. The Olympic Movement manages this crisis through 
reinventing its moral authority, one of the pillars of this is the exclusive system of fighting 
against doping. Concentration of power and the authority in WADA causes concerns about 
the escalation of crisis. To escape this difficult situation, the reform in the fight against 
doping should be based on the principles of the Declaration of the United Nations on Human 
Rights, preservation and development of human values so that varieties of interconnection 
in different types of sport can become possible. This reform has to be guided by achieve-
ments of scientific and technological progress and be based on the principles of decentral-
ization, differentiation and mutual respect taking into account the interests of the 
international sports federations, traditions and rules of various sports, and forming of 
cooperation with non-Olympic sports.

The practice of collective agreements in associations with labor unions for athletes, in 
which the regulations of anti-doping measures and procedures were signed by both parties 
for specified terms, can become the effective mechanism for the fight against doping. It is 
expedient to recognize that the existing experience of this problem in professional sport 
leagues deserves attention and additional research in the light of practical application in 
other forms and other sports.

Anti-doping models, information systems, and new decisions should provide opportu-
nities so that we can use modern achievements of medicine and pharmaceutics on an equal 
basis with all other people. In modern sport, approaches for the restoration, prevention and 
treatment of diseases have a high risk because athletes usually have a high intensity exercise 
load. In the processes of fighting against doping, we should consider the humanistic mission 
of sport regarding anti-doping measures. It is obvious that the current fight against doping 
focused on bans works inefficiently. The new regulator for anti-doping measures should 
make decisions based on the specifics of each sport.
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